UNITARY REVERSIBLE AND SPEED CONTROL FOR CEILING FANS

IDEAL SPACES
- Classrooms
- Offices
- Retail Stores
- Restaurants
- Lobbies
- Gyms
- Factories
- Warehouses

COLORS
- Grey

DIMENSIONS
- 3” (H) x 2” (D) x 4.63” (L)

- 5 amp speed control for commercial ceiling fans
- Can be used on all forward and reverse models
- Can operate up to four fans
- Features a forward and reverse switch
- Dynamic speed adjustment
- Features a minimum speed adjustment screw
- Fits standard electrical box
- Mount in dry location

WARNING: The use of this product can expose you to chemicals including Cadmium, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer, and Lead, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects and/or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.